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original release from 1972 (on united artists) includes reference to three-day week (24
december 1969), botanical gardens (17 april 1970) and vietnam peace demos (1-28

september 1969). the label later released several paul mccartney & the beatles on vinyl
records in brazil, due to an air force embargo. when jimmy cliff refused to play the role of

jimmy cliff in the movie cliff hanger (released on columbia records), the producers thought he
was a lost cause. he then signed with cbs records, where they very quickly placed him on the
map. by then, jimmy cliff had made his first studio album, a self-titled release containing the
hit song you've made me so very happy. it was initially released by columbia under licence to

flying dutchman records, but received a wider appeal after being made available in the uk.
the album also included some powerful protest songs, and record buyers expected all reggae
albums to be that way. jimmy cliff responded with the album cliff hanger, released on cbs in
1973. the project worked for the reggae singer; he was featured on this is ska!, he made cliff

hanger the best-selling reggae album in the uk, and was nominated for a grammy award.
jimmy cliff had his second major british hit, and his follow-up caught in the crossfire made

him a major british success in 1975. while jimmy cliff was as renowned as the other
performers on this exceptional compilation, it seems that they were rather less than

impressed by what he was offering them. by the late 1970s, it seems that jimmy cliff had
become a symbol of the cold war. fortunately, he did not try to publicize his new challenge by

using a tough attitude; even though he did try to sing in a jamaican accent. the music he
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produced in that period was impressively vibrant and was especially powerful on the tracks
soon b gone, no more looking back, it's too late and third world man. although his music

never seems to have caught on outside jamaica, jim recorded a few other albums during the
1980s, including water is the answer (1983). after that, he declined by taking up painting,

and retired in jamaica in the early 1990s.
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ever the musical genius, jimmy cliff tried his best to stay relevant in the music scene. he
released his second album, the harder they come, in 1972. jimmy cliff wasnt as popular as his
first album, but he still had a number one hit and two singles in the top ten. jimmy cliff used
his talents to stay relevant, and managed to create a series of hits with his next albums, the

easy way (1973), look out cleveland (1975), and jimmy cliff (1976). during the seventies,
jimmy cliff kept making music. he released his third album in 1973 titled the harder they

come. the album was a huge success, and he managed to crack the top ten for the first time.
jimmy cliff released his next album in 1975, titled look out cleveland. the album didnt

perform as well as its predecessor, but jimmy cliff still made it to the top ten. jimmy cliff
released his last album in 1976, titled jimmy cliff. the album was a huge success, and all of
the three singles released from the album managed to make it to the top ten. during the
eighties, jimmy cliff was busy working on his music. he released his fourth album in 1982

titled carnival. despite having a number of hits from the album, it wasnt as successful as his
previous albums. jimmy cliff released his fifth album titled i saw a dream in 1983. the album
wasnt as successful as his previous albums. however, the song carnival, released from the
album, made it to the top ten. jimmy cliff released his sixth album in 1984 titled do you feel

the same. despite being a huge success, it wasnt as successful as his previous albums.
however, jimmy cliff released his last album titled i got the power in 1985. although it wasnt

as successful as his other albums, it was still a hit. 5ec8ef588b
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